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CZ

*26.9.1998 - Opava - Česká republika

+420 774 614 261
karla.schon26@gmail.com
https://www.instagram.com/k_schon_/

VZDĚLÁNÍ
2018 - dosud
Filmová a televizní fakulta Akademie múzických umění v Praze
Ateliér Imaginativní fotografie - vedoucí: Rudo Prekop - asistent: Nina Šperanda

2014 - 2018
Střední škola průmyslová a umělecká v Opavě
Obor Grafický design

STÁŽE
2020 Akademie výtvarných umění v Praze
 Ateliér nových médií II - vedoucí: Kateřina Olivová, Darina Alster  
    technický asistent: Viktor Takáč

SKUPINOVÉ VÝSTAVY A FESTIVALY
2020 Skartovačka - Divadelní klub Polička - Polička 
2020 Festival Tehláreň - Liptovksý Mikuláš - Slovensko 
2019 OpenAir Festival Vikštejn - Vikštejn
2017 Marmeládi - Městská galerie Hradec nad Moravicí - Hradec nad Moravicí

KURÁTORSKÁ A JINÁ PRAXE
2020 kurátor - FAMUFEST 2020 - Praha
2019 spolupořadatel, kurátor - OpenAir Festival Vikštejn - Vikštejn

EN

*26.9.1998 - Opava - Czech Republic

+420 774 614 261
karla.schon26@gmail.com
https://www.instagram.com/k_schon_/

EDUCATION
2018 - now
Film and TV School of Academy of Performing Arts - Prague - Czech Republic
Imaginativ photography studio - head: Rudo Prekop - assistent: Nina Šperanda

2014 - 2018
High school of industrial and art - Opava - Czech Republic
Graphic design

INTERNSHIPS
2020 Academy of fine arts - Prague - Czech Republic
 Studio of new media II - head: Kateřina Olivová, Darina Alster
    technical assistant: Viktor Takáč

GROUP EXHIBITIONS AND FESTIVALS
2020 Skartovačka - Divadelní klub Polička - Polička - Czech Republic
2020 Festival Tehláreň - Liptovksý Mikuláš - Slovakia 
2019 OpenAir Festival Vikštejn - Vikštejn - Czech Republic
2017 Marmeládi - Městská galerie Hradec nad Moravicí - Czech Republic

CURATORIAL AND OTHER PRACTICE
2020 curator - FAMUFEST 2020 - Prague - Czech Republic
2019 co-organizer, curator - OpenAir Festival Vikštejn - Vikštejn - Czech Republic



CUDDLE THERAPY
2020

Cuddle therapy focuses on asexual touch, and 
its deprivation in today´s society. 
Our culture cannot distinguish between ordinary 
touch and sexualized touch. Touch is a basic 
biological need for survival. Nowadays, it is not 
very acceptable to touch people unless you have 
a deeper intimate relationship with them. 
Touching shows our connection to the other 
person and strengthens relationships. 
The other person may not even notice that it 
works on an unconscious level. Touching 
(also during sex, orgasm) produces the hormone 
oxytocin, which helps reduce the level of the 
stress hormone cortisol, also lowers blood 
pressure, affects the immune system. 
It helps a person to connect to his own body 
(communication with the body), to realize what 
is pleasant for him; to connect with himself.

This, the object represents both the loneliness 
and deprivation of touch, as well as space for 
oneself and the exploration of one´s own 
emotions and needs.

LINK TO VIDEO - https://drive.google.com/drive/fold-
ers/1w1Ufj1unxEy5TczLcEnrwQDE7STkekvv?usp=sharing 

video: 59 min. 53 sec.
object size: 170 cm
materials: fluffy plush, foam filling



video: 59 min. 53 sec.
object size: 170 cm
materials: fluffy plush, foam filling



PARASITE
2020

The leitmotif of objects is a human being who is viewed as an  
individual that is part of a larger whole. This implies the right 
and needs to comment on current social issues. Young artists 
realize the limits of contemporary society - freedom.  
The claim that freedom gives us above all the positive is more 
of a utopia than the current state. It gives us anxiety because 
we have (in everything) a choice, and everyone in this choice is 
responsible for ourselves.  
We could say that we make decisions so that we can identify 
with the sense of fulfillment of life, gaining“some”value.  
We choose and compose individual pieces of human, whose sum 
will make our complete human being, but at the same time, we 
cannot determine this limit. We are not able to determine the 
attainment of human 
nature, but when we think we are missing something from it, 
we realize it too much. We try to find names for these blanks in 
us that make us suffer from a chronic sense of inadequacy. For 
everyone, the term may be something else; for some to become 
famous, for another desperate desire to be loved by someone. 
Our view of the world is deficient - we rather see what we lack, 
not what we have. It is difficult to realize that we are all complete 
people. 
 
Objects are the dialogue of artists whose theme is a person in a 
society with whom he shares a system of preset values, and all 
that is inherent in himself is his identity, emotions, memories, 
and relationships. And what he misses. 
 
The parasite-like objects are made collaboratively from simple, 
recycled materials, which in themselves reveal the creation  
process and the presence of the artists. Whereas these indexical 
pieces are put in new contexts through photography, the objects 
transform into more independent subjects in a specific space,  
simultaneously becoming parts of a wider scheme of meanings.  
 
The buildings were created in collaboration with Marie Paterová 
and Jonne Väisänen. 

size: 60 - 35 cm 
materials: plaster, wire, acrylic colours, 
                metal mesh, cotton, color spray



size: 35 cm 
materials: plaster, wire, acrylic colours

collaboration with Marie Paterová



size: 30 cm 
materials: plaster, wire, acrylic colours

collaboration with Marie Paterová



size: 30 cm 
materials: plaster, metal mesh, cotton, color spray

collaboration with Jonne Väisänen



FEEL NAKED
2020

Exploring your own options, your own identity.
Discovering human limits through emotions.
The recording of emotions, affects, panic  
attacks of discharge is out of itself.  
Not to close them in yourself.
Subsequent analysis.
Trying to understand yourself.
Trying to understand humanity through your 
own feelings.
Efforts to develop.

Deal with emotions, listening to them
Imposing emotions.  
Receiving them as part of  
themselves, part of humanity.
Not denying them.
Trying to talk about them.
Need to share them.

Analog photography, Ink illustrations, 30 pages, 148 x 210 mm



Analog photography, Ink illustrations, 30 pages, 148 x 210 mm



COMFORT ZONE
2019

Comfort zone is a place bounded by  
experienced rituals, which we have perfectly 
under control and do not have to think about 
them (eg sleep, washing teeth,…).
This is an area well known to our brain. Its a 
security bubble,in which we stay, because we 
are well in it and nothing threatens us. The 
comfort zone protects us, ensures peace of 
mind, relieves us of anxiety and allows us to 
relax from a world full of pitfalls and stress.  
For most people, the bed is a comfort zone. 
We can hide here and no one will disturb us.  
In the comfort zone we deliberately and  
completely voluntarily isolate ourselves from 
the outside world.

I have found that the comfort zone is some-
thing very individual and can look completely 
different for each person.

Although our beds are very different from 
those inhabited by homeless people, they still 
expressed the zone of safety and order as a 
symbol. They served as refuge from the  

Analog print, 130 x 180 mm 



Analog print, 130 x 180 mm 



Analog print, 841 x 1189 mm

PORTRAIT
2018



UNCOUCIOUS COMPLEXES
2017

This work is centered around unconcious 
complexes, which develop in everyone of us 
since our early childhood. They acompany us 
throughout our whole life. All of these 
complexes slowly devour the person until 
nothing is left but a little black box that stays 
as the lasting memento of one´s devastated 
soul.
 
The works of this project represent a lasting 
quality of a human soul print through 
realization of one’s own complexes and work 
also as a type of an art therapy leading to 
elimination of these complexes or our ability 
to look at them from a distance.

 

Digital print on transparent foil, 420 x 297 mm
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